TeleCorder
Quick Start-up Guide

Note: You don't need a PC to set up and use your TeleCorder. However, if connected to a PC using the supplied USB and/or LAN cables, you will have additional features, a larger display, and better speakers.

- Check the contents of the TeleCorder package.
- Keep the master password secure. IMPORTANT: Do not misplace it.
- Connect the TeleCorder recorder to your phone lines, handsets, etc.
- Connect the +5v power adapter to the recorder and 110vAC outlet.
- Default recording is audio activated. See the Owner’s Manual for instructions to change for phone line voltage sensing and other settings.
- TeleCorder recordings are stored on its hard drive. You can use the USB or LAN connections and the software to copy them to a PC.

KEYPAD BUTTONS PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS

1. Increase or decrease the intensity of the LCD backlight
2. Jump down 3 in list of recordings when browsing
3. No function
4. Down 1 when browsing the list of recordings
5. Backward when playing or programming
6. View list of recordings, Pause/Start when playing
7. Press twice to enter search mode
8. Up 1 when browsing the list of recordings
9. Forward when playing or programming

View list of recordings

Jump up 3 in list of recordings when browsing
Decrease selected item in set-up and search modes
Reset
Stop playing recordings, return to start-up screen
Volume adjustment (four levels) when playing
Enter, Start/Stop during playback
Accept when setting or entering password

and
Enter settings mode when not recording
Enter live-listening mode when recording

and
Enter live-listening mode when unit is not recording (simultaneously press both keypad buttons)
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